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The deep sampling on this library is unbeatable. Virtual Studio Technology and its acronym VST refer to an interface standard for connecting audio
synthesizer and effect plugins to audio editors and hard-disk recording systems. Our library has all of the blinks, plucks, blanks, and imperfections
in a real EP. We are incredibly excited for this product. The velocity curve is a good addition for accurate emulations. Bark, Tine, Key sounds,
Pedal sounds, etc. Download, extract, install, enjoy. Neo-Soul Keys 3X EP Library for Kontakt 5 This is the full cracked version of the software.
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Unlike the original Neo-Soul Keys which only featured a Suitcase Mark I EP, the new 3X adds a dirty Stage Mark I and a Wurlitzer emulation.
More importantly, we added a ton of mechanical noises to add grit, dirt, and realism to your EP experience. Our number one goal was realism and
to give you the most organic experience ever in an EP library. We went to great lengths to make sure that if you could not take your heavy electromechanical instrument to your gig, or session, then our EP library would be the next best thing. An incredible amount of detail, thought, and
programming went into this library as it boasts almost 8. The details make a difference and you will clearly hear the meticulous amount of detail that
went into sampling every nuance and mechanical noises necessary for a complete EP experience. The deep sampling on this library is unbeatable.
Some may think it's overdoing it, but I think it's just enough. The graphic design is suitable, top-notch, and memorable. The included presets are
really interesting, and really demonstrates the flexibility of customization for this library. FEATURES: The customizability is phenomenal. The
velocity curve is a good addition for accurate emulations. Then there are all those options! Bark, Tine, Key sounds, Pedal sounds, etc. A nice set
of effects are included too---Phaser, Flanger, Delay, Distortion, Chorus, and Spring Reverb. LAYOUT: The layout is highly intuitive, and the
priority menus are most dominant. The keys graphic at the bottom made me think they would animate when I played, but they don't. That's not a
big deal, just something I noticed. Oh, and I think the Neo-Soul Wurli preview graphic on KVR is missing a few things on it, like some flipper and
slider graphics. It comes as 8 GB of samples, so go grab Kontakt and compress those files! Might have been 4. Of course, its velocity curve helps
simplify the realism with velocities if you just have a cheap simple MIDI keyboard like mine. That's only at first. After you actually try it, with time
you'll feel like you should have paid 50% more. I highly recommend this to anyone who strives for high quality organic songs. These are the very
best rhodes tones I have - and I have not been able to test drive all the instruments yet. I have to rat them higher than the scar bee I have been
using it's close. Great addition to Kontakt 5 and excellent customer service.

Discussion
Some may think it's overdoing it, but I think it's just enough. After you actually try it, with time you'll feel like you should have paid 50% more.
AudioZ Exclusive ~583 MB Experience the most authentic virtual electric piano that brings that certain something to the table. FEATURES: The
customizability is phenomenal. LAYOUT: The layout is highly intuitive, and the priority menus are most dominant. The keys graphic at the bottom
made me think they would animate when I played, but they don't. We believe this is what adds to it's organic and realistic sound. VST and similar
technologies allow the replacement of traditional recording studio hardware with software counterparts. We were insistent upon one goal, which
was realism, so with vintage modeled effects, complex impulse response algorithms, and tweak-able knobs neo soul keys vst crack ultimate
control, you will have the best electric piano experience ever produced in a plugin. Of course, its velocity curve helps simplify the realism with
velocities if you just have a cheap simple MIDI keyboard like mine. We are incredibly excited for this product. Oh, and I think the Neo-Soul Wurli
preview graphic on KVR is missing a few things on it, like some flipper and slider graphics. We were insistent upon one goal, which was realism,
so with vintage modeled effects, complex impulse response algorithms, and tweak-able knobs for ultimate control, you will have the best electric
piano experience ever produced in a plugin. A nice set of effects are included too---Phaser, Flanger, Delay, Distortion, Chorus, and Spring
Reverb.
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So if you want this library to be like all the others on the market that are so perfect, that they lack character, then this is not for you. Our library has
all of the blinks, plucks, blanks, and imperfections in a real EP. Then there are all those options. Based on the powerful HALion engine and
equipped with an elaborate interface, Neo Soul Keys more than just recreates the most famous e-piano of all times but scintillates in the studio as
well as on stage. That's only at first. FEATURES: The customizability is phenomenal.
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Unlike the original Neo-Soul Keys which only featured a Suitcase Mark I EP, the new 3X adds a dirty Stage Mark I and a Wurlitzer emulation.
Thousands of plugins exist, making VSTi the most widespread audio plugin architecture. Some may think it's overdoing it, but I think it's just
enough.

I highly recommend this to anyone who strives for high quality organic songs. Our library has all of the blinks, plucks, blanks, and imperfections in a
real EP. We are incredibly excited for this product. These are the very best rhodes tones I have - and I have not been able to test drive all the
instruments yet. That's only at first. Download, extract, install, enjoy. So if you want this library to be like all the others on the market that are so
perfect, that they lack character, then this is not for you. Never before has so much detail been taken WARNING: Our library is not the super
perfectly sampled library you are use to. FEATURES: The customizability is phenomenal.

